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power grinder being the preferred method. The use of an oxy-fuel cutting torch or a welding 
electrode for removing excess weld metal is prohibited. 

6. ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS & TRAVEL SPEED 

A Direct Current Reverse Polarity (DCRP), electrode positive, shall be used. The table below 
depicts the ranges that must be maintained throughout the procedure: 

Rod Size Rod Type Amperage Voltage Travel Speed 

3/32" E6010 40-70 20-35 4-14 

1/8" 
E6010 65-130 

20-35 4-14 
E7010 75-130 

5/32" 
E6010 

E7010 
90-185 20-35 4-14 

3/16" 
E6010 

140-225 
E7010 

25-35 4-14 

7. FLAME CHARACTERISTICS 

Not applicable 

8. POSITION 

The welding shall be performed with the pipe or assembly held stationary. 

9. DIRECTION OF WELDING 

The direction of the welding shall be downhill. 

10. TIME BETWEEN PASSES 

The maximum time interval between the completion of the stringer/root bead (first pass) and the 
beginning of the hot pass (second pass) is five (5) minutes. The maximum interval between the hot 
pass (second pass) and the next filler (third pass) shall not exceed ten (10) minutes. If for any 
reason the weld is not completed in a timely manner, and the weld has cooled below the 
temperatures outlined in Section 13 of this procedure (below), the weld shall be re-heated to the 
required pre-heat temperature before welding may be resumed. Additionally, the following rules 
shall apply: 

a) Each pass shall be completed before the next pass is permitted to begin. 
b) Two successive passes shall not begin at the same point. 
c) A stripper or short bead shall be used to build up low areas 

11. LINEUP CLAMPS 

The pipe shall be supported so that there is no strain on the stringer/root bead throughout the 
welding process. When an external fixturing or support device is used, it shall remain in place 
until a maximum practical amount of the root pass is completed (a minimum of 50% of the root 
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pass). However, where 50% of the root bead cannot be completed in equal segments on opposite 
sides of the joint without repositioning the fixturinglsupport device, tack welds can be used for 
alignment. Four tack welds shall be used, equally spaced around the circumference. Tack welds 
shall be at least three times the wall thickness in length. 

12. CLEANING/GRThHJING 

All scale!slag, knots of filler metal (excessive metal on starts), and similar defects shall be removed 
with a power grinder. A combination of hand and power tools may be utilized to clean the weld 
metal and weld joint. 

All coal tar coating shall be removed a minimum of 6" back from the beveled surface prior to 
welding. All remaining coatings shall be removed 4" back. 

All moisture, rust, scale/slag, oil, paint, primer, coating, or other materials which may be 
detrimental to the finished weld shall be removed from the '"'·elding surface. 

\\'here possible, beveling shall be performed with a machine tool or machine cutting device (oxy
acetylene torch, be\·eling machine). Flame cut surfaces should be smooth and regular. Power 
brushes shall be used for cleaning all beveled surfaces. If the be,·eled surface cannot be 
satisfactorily cleaned of foreign materials utilizing power brushes, then power sanding discs (60 
grit or higher), grit blasting, or approved safety sclvents may be utilized. Prior to welding, all 
residue left from the use of safety solvents shall be removed. 

13. PRE-HEATING 

Pre-heating of plain carbon steels is required under any of the following conditions: 

a) When the ambient temperature is belo"· 50-::p and at the discretion of the welding inspector 
when the ambient temperature is above 50°F. 

b) When the pipe is wet or damp for the purposes of drying the pipe prior to welding. 
CJ When the carbon con!ent exceeds 0.28% (ladle analysis) or the carbon equivalent (CE) is 

0.45% or greater. 
d) When the percent of alloying elements will adversely affect weldability. 
e) When pre-heating will alle,·iate existing conditions that would limit the welding technique 

or tend to ad\·ersely affect the quality of the weld. 

During the pre-heat process, the temperature shall be maintained above 250°F and shall not exceed 
375::r_ Pre-heating may be achieved by the use of a gas ring, induction coil, resistance heater, or 
propane torch. Welding shall not begin until the required pre-heat temperature is achieved. A 
temperature indicating crayon, or other suitable method, shall be used to determine or veritY when 
the required pre-heat temperature has been achieved. 

The welding of a joint shall be continuous, with no interruptions, until half the depth of the welding 
groove has been filled. The pre-heat temperature shall be maintained until the welding is 
completed. If welding is interrupted, the joint shall be re-heated to the original pre-heat 
temperature before welding is resumed. 
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The minimum width of the pre-heat area on each side of the weld shall be equal to three times the 
pipe wall thickness or 2", whichever is greater. 

There shall be no accelerated cooling of the weld joint. 

14. POST-WELD HEAT TREATMENT 

Not applicable. 

15. GROUNDING 

The ground clamp shall be designed to prevent arc burns on the pipeline. Welding of the ground 
clamp to the pipe is prohibited. 

16. SHIELDING GAS & FLOW RATE 

Not applicable. 

17. SHIELDING FLUX 

Not applicable. 
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4 700 Homer Ohio Lane 
Groveport, OH 43125 

Welding Procedure WP-B42-l 
API 1104, 20th Edition 

SMAW Branch Connections & Fillet Welds 

P: 614-482-8080 
www.uti-corp.com 

Grade Bon X42, Branch Diameter< 2.375", Branch Wall Thickness< 0.188" 

1. PROCESS 

Shielded Metal Arc Welding (SMAW) 

2. MATERIALS 

This procedure describes the welding of branch connections and fillet welds using a combination of 
materials manufactured to API 5L specifications or equivalent materials with similar chemical and 
physical properties (such as ASTM A106). This procedure is specifically written to address 
welding of API 5L Grade B (SMYS = 35,000) branch and fillet weld connections to API 5L X42 
(SMYS = 42,000) pipe. 

3. DIAMETERS & WALL THICKNESSES 

Nominal Outside Diameters: Branch< 2.375" 
Nominal Wall Thicknesses: Branch< 0.188" 

Run~ 2.375" 
Run= 0.154" - 0.750" 

4. JOINT DESIGN 

The following figures depict the joint design that shall be used for this procedure: 

-"Ts" 

ss· ±s· 

w = f * TB Ct" MIN) 

M = ;t" (MIN) - rl;" (MAX) 

TYPICAL BRANCH CONNECTION 
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For fillet joints, the maximum dimens!on ofL is 1.25 x T 1 or 1.25 x T2, whichever is smaller: 

T, 
---~ .... f-·-

___ __, ·r 2 ;----

'-
' -1" ...... -..,,,_\ -- -~ 

__ __ _ _t 

1YP!CAL BRANCH WL U.- 'T \ ; •_ •'\L FILLET WELD 

5. FILLER METAL & NUMBER OF BEADS 

The following electrodes are approved for use with this procedure. The electrode sizes listed in the 
table below are the maximum diameter electrodes that shall be used. The total number of passes is 
the minimum number that shall be deposited. The number of passes depends upon the size of the 
fillet weld. The size of the fillet weld is the length of a side of the largest inscribed right triangle 
having two equal sides. 

r i 
I Rod Size Branch I I Material Grade • ~Iaterial 

Rod I I M inimum 

l Type Hot I Filler Cap Passes 
Thickness I RootPass j . I 

i I Pass j Pass(s) i Pass 

\ Grade B on X42 l < O.l88 ! E6010 3.132 ' l 8 3 I 

Tack welds are considered part of the stringeriroot bead and shall be deposited with the pipe in the 
fixed position. Tacks welds shall be of sufficient number and length to maintain the stringer/root 
opening and pipe alignment. If a tack weld, or any part of the stringer/root bead, cracks or breaks, 
the weld shall be cut out, as a cylinder, and the pipe or fittings re-beYeled. Tacks of excessive 
thickness shall be cut dO\\·n with a power grinder, diamond point or round nosed chisel, with the 
power grinder being the preferred method. The use of an oxy-fuel cutting torch or a welding 
electrode for remo,'ing excess weld metal is prohibited. 
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6. ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS & TRAVEL SPEED 

A Direct Current Reverse Polarity (DCRP), electrode positive, shall be used. The table below 
depicts the ranges that must be maintained throughout the procedure: 

Rod Size Rod Type Amperage Voltage Travel Speed 

3/32" E6010 40-70 20-35 4-14 
1/8" E6010 65-130 20-35 4-14 

7. FLAME CHARACTERISTICS 

Not applicable 

8. POSITION 

The welding shall be performed with the pipe or assembly held stationary. 

9. DIRECTION OF WELDING 

The direction of the welding shall be downhill. 

10. TIME BETWEEN PASSES 

The maximum time interval between the completion of the stringer/root bead (first pass) and the 
beginning of the hot pass (second pass) is five (5) minutes. The maximum interval between the hot 
pass (second pass) and the next filler (third pass) shall not exceed ten (10) minutes. If for any 
reason the weld is not completed in a timely manner, and the weld has cooled below the 
temperatures outlined in Section 13 of this procedure (below), the weld shall be re-heated to the 
required pre-heat temperature before welding may be resumed. Additionally, the following rules 
shall apply: 

a) Each pass shall be completed before the next pass is permitted to begin. 
b) Two successive passes shall not begin at the same point. 
c) A stripper or short bead shall be used to build up low areas 

11. LINEVP CLAMPS 

The pipe shall be supported so that there is no strain on the stringer/root bead throughout the 
welding process. When an external fixturing or support device is used, it shall remain in place 
until a maximum practical amount of the root pass is completed ( a minimum of 50% of the root 
pass). However, where 50% of the root bead cannot be completed in equal segments on opposite 
sides of the joint without repositioning the fixturing/support device, tack welds can be used for 
alignment. Four tack welds shall be used, equally spaced around the circumference. Tack welds 
shall be at least three times the wall thickness in length. 
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12. CLEANING/GRIND~G 

All scale/slag, knots of filler metal (excessiYe metal on starts), and similar defects shall be removed 
with a power grinder. A combination of hand and power tools may be utilized to clean the weld 
metal and weld joint. 

All coal tar coating shall be remo\'ed a minimum of 6" back from the beveled surface prior to 
welding. All remaining coatings shall be remoYed 4" back. 

All moisture, rust, scalelslag, oil, paint, primer, coating, or other materials which may be 
detrimental to the finished ,,reld shall be remo,·ed from the welding surface. 

Where possible, beveling shall be performed with a machine tool or machine cutting device ( oxy
acetylene torch, beveling machine). Flame cut surfaces should be smooth and regular. Power 
brushes shall be used for cleaning all be,·eled surfaces. If the beveled surface cannot be 
satisfactorily cleaned of foreign materials utilizing power brushes, then power sanding discs (60 
grit or higher), grit blasting, or approved safety solYents may be utilized. Prior to welding, all 
residue left from the use of safety solvents shall be removed. 

13. PRE-HEATING 

Pre-heating of plain carbon steels is required under any of the following conditions: 

a) When the ambient temperature is below 5o=F and at the discretion of the ,velding inspector 
when the ambient temperature is above 50~F. 

b) When the pipe is wet or damp for the purposes of drying the pipe prior to ,,·elding. 
cj \"\'hen the carbon content exceeds 0.28% (ladle analysis) or the carbon equiYalent (CE) is 

0.45~o or greater. 
d) \\ 'hen the percent of alloying elements will adYersely affect ,,·eldability. 
e) When pre-heating will aUe,·iate existing conditions that would limit the welding technique 

or tend to adYersely affect the quality of the weld. 

During the pre-heat process, the temperature shall be maintained abm-e 250cF and shall not exceed 
375°F. Pre-heating may be achieved by the use of a gas ring, induction coil, resistance heater, or 
propane torch. Welding shall not begin until the required pre-heat temperature is achieved. A 
temperature indicating crayon, or other suitable method, shall be used to determine or verify when 
the required pre-heat temperature has been achieved. 

The welding of a joint shall be continuous, with no interruptions, until half the depth of the welding 
groo\'e has been filled. The pre-heat temperature shall be maintained until the welding is 
completed. If welding is interrnpted, the joint shall be re-heated to the original pre-heat 
temperature before welding is resumed. 

The minimum width of the pre-heat area on each side of the ·weld shall be equal to three times the 
pipe wall thickness or 2", whiche,·er is greater. 

There shall be no accelerated cooling of the weld joint. 
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Welding Procedure WP-IS 
API 1104, 20th Edition· 

SMAW In-Service Welding 

Utility Technologies International 
4 700 Homer Ohio Lane 
Groveport, OH 43125 

P: 614-482-8080 
www .uti-corp.com 

Grade~ X65, All Diameters, Wall Thickness~ 0.750" 

1. PROCESS 

Shielded Metal Arc Welding (SMAW) 

2. MATERIALS 

This procedure describes in-service welding for pipe and fittings manufactured to API 5L 
specifications with a specified minimum yield strength less than or equal to 65,000 psig and 
equivalent materials with similar chemical and physical properties (such as ASTM A106). 

Furthermore, this procedure is broken down into the following material carbon equivalent ranges: 

a) CE~ 0.50% 
b) CE> 0.50% 

Carbon equivalent (CE) is determined by the following: 

a) CE= C+Mn/6 + (Cr+Mo+V)/5 + (Ni+Cu)/15 

• Where C = Carbon, Mn = Manganese, Cr = Chromium, Mo = Molybdenum, V = 
Vanadium, Ni = Nickel, and Cu = Copper in weight percentages. 

b) Where one or more of the elements in the CE equation are unknown, the CE can be 
estimated by the following: 

• CEEsr = C + Mn/4 
c) The CE of pipe, sleeve materials, or fittings can be determined from mill test reports, when 

available. 
d) If the CE cannot be determined from the above, it must be assumed as 0.50% for this 

procedure. 

3. DIAMETERS & WALL THICKNESSES 

Nominal Diameters: All diameters 
Nominal Wall Thicknesses: ~ 0.750" 

4. JOINT DESIGN 

The following figures depict the joint designs covered under this procedure. For full encirclement 
type lap joints, the maximum dimension of L is 1.25 x T I or 1.25 x T 2, whichever is smaller. If the 
pad thickness of a full encirclement type lap joint is greater than 1.25 x T1, the pad shall be tapered 
1 on 4 to a thickness of T 1 at the weld. For pad or saddle type lap joints, the maximum dimension 
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of L is T 1 or T 2, whicheYer is smalier. If the thickness of a pad or saddle type lap joint is greater 
than Ti, it shall be tapered 1 on 4 to a thickness ofT, at the weld. For fillet joints, the maximum 
dimension ofL is 1.25 x T 1 or 1.25 x T:, whiche,-er is smaller. 

LAP JOINT BRANCH 
CONNECTION (1) 

Notes: (1) Tap for 2" tee and over shall haYe a bevel, space, and a full penetration bead. 
(2) This design is to be ased for < 2" diameter branch connections. 
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TYP ICAL BUTT WELD 

5. PIPELINE OPERA TIXG CO)JI)IT!ON S 

Accelerated cooiing rates on pressurized pipe under flowing conditions promote the formation of 
hard heat affected zone (HAZ) microstructures and make these welds susceptible to hydrogen 
cracking. Pipeline operating conditions that affect weld cooling rates include the pipeline contents, 
flow rate, pressure (gas only), pipe surface and ambient temperatures, and pipe wall thickness. 

Procedure qualification welds were successfully made for this procedure under worst-case cooling 
conditions using flowing water. Therefore, for any carbon equivalent, if the cooling rate (heat sink 
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capacity) is Jess than that of the WPS, this in-service procedure can be used for gas or oil pipelines 
at any flow rate, pressure, and pipe wall thickness. 

The cooling rate (heat sink capacity) can be determined by measuring the drop in temperature for a 
given time after the pipe is preheated, during actual flowing conditions. It is determined as 
follows: 

a) Using soapstone or chalk, scribe a 2" diameter circle on clean pipe surface. 
b) Using an oxy-fuel torch heat the entire area of the circle to 500°F (do not exceed) using a 

circular motion. 
c) Remove the torch and apply a contact pyrometer to the center of the circle. 
d) While holding the pyrometer in contact with the pipe, measure the temperature drop in 30 

seconds. 

The results of this test may suggest the use of this procedure, as indicated in the following table: 

Temperature Drop 
Procedure (o F) 

<25° Use regular (non in-service) weldin~ procedure. 

25° - 115° Consider an in-service welding procedure unless pressure and/or flow 
rate can be reduced. 

> 115° Reduce pressure and/or flow rate and use an in-service procedure. 

6. FILLER METAL & NUMBER OF BEADS 

The following low-hydrogen electrodes are approved for use with this procedure. The electrode 
sizes listed in the table below are the maximum diameter electrodes that shall be used. The total 
number of passes is the minimum number that shall be deposited. 

Rod Size 
Material Grade 

Material Rod 

RootPass I I 
Minimum 

Thickness Type Hot Filler Cap Passes 
Pass Pass(s) Pass 

~ 0.187 E7018 3/32 3 
0.188 - 0.250 E7018 3/32 3 
0.251 - 0.315 E7018 3/32 1/8 4 ~X52 
0.376 - 0.500 B7018 3/32 1/8 5 
0.501 - 0.625 E7018 3/32 1/8 6 
0626-0 750 E7018 3/32 1/8 7 

~0.187 E8018 3/32 3 
0.188 - 0.250 B8018 3/32 3 
0.251 - 0.375 E8018 3/32 1/8 4 X52< Grade :::= X65 
0 376-0.500 B8018 3/32 1/8 5 
0.501 - 0.625 E8018 3/32 1/8 6 
0.626 - 0. 750 B8018 3/32 1/8 7 
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All low-hydrogen electrodes shall be purchased in sealed, 10-pound containers. The containers 
shall only be opened on the job site, immediately prior to commencement of the in-service 
welding. 

The number of passes depends on the size of the fillet weld. The size of the fillet weld is the length 
of a side of the largest inscribed right triangle ha Ying two equal sides. 

The pipe shall be supported so that there is no strain on the stringer/root bead throughout the 
welding process. 

Tack welds are considered part of the stringer/root bead and shall be deposited with the pipe in the 
fixed position. Tacks welds shall be of sufficient number and length to maintain the stringer/root 
opening and pipe alignment. If a tack weld, or any part of the stringer/root bead, cracks or breaks, 
the weld shall be cut out, as a cylinder, and the pipe or fittings re-beYeled. Tacks of excessiYe 
thickness shall be cut down with a power grinder, diamond point or round nosed chisel, with the 
power grinder being Hie preferred method. The use of an oxy-fuel cutting torch or a welding 
electrode for removing excess weld metal is prohibited. 

The bead sequence is shm .. ,n on the details proYided below. [n addition, in all cases requiring 
fittings with longitudinal seams (including spherical tees), both longitudinal seams shall be fully 
completed prior to starting fillet welding on end joints of the fitting. The weld on one end of the 
fitting shall be fully completed and allowed to cool in still air to a temperature of 2oocF or less 
(,·erified using a temperature crayon or contact p~Tometer) before welding is started on the 
remaining end of the fitting. This method is considerably less restraining to the fitting and will 
reduce tensile stresses greatly, thereby eliminating one of the causes of in-service cracking. 
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All THREE ARE ACCEPTABLE 

LONGITUDINAL 
WELD METHOD 

NOTE 1: NUMBERS INDICATE SEQUENCE FOR OEPOSffiNG WELDS. 
SEQUENCE 1 APPLIES TO BOili LONG•Tt.lOIN.A.L WELOS. 

NOTE 2: E.ND WELDS SMALL i'IOT BE VIE~DED Sit.euTANEOiJSL.~. 

WELDING SEQUENCE FOR BRANCH CONNECTIONS WITH ENCIRCLEM(NT TEE 

Welding Procedure WP-IS 

Welding Manual 
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-sPHERlCAL TEE 

NOTE , : NUMBE'.RS INDICATE SEQUENCE FOR OEPOSmNc WELDS. 
SEQUENCE 1 APPLIES TO BOTH LONCrTUOlNAL WELDS, 

NOTE 2: Ef'iO WELDS SHALL NOT SE 'NELDEO S!MUT,&,Nt:CUSLY. 

NE:..D:NG SEQU,NCE FOR 8~CH CO~NECTIONS WITH SPl"ERICAL TEE 

Welding Procedure WP-IS 

Welding Manual 
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7. HEAT INPUT DURING WELDING 

Weld heat input is the amount of heat generated by the arc as it travels around the weld joint 
depositing metal. Maintaining high heat input rates helps overcome accelerated cooling caused by 
flowing pipe contents. The following acceptable limits for the heat input rates, measured in 
Kilojoules/inch, have been established for carbon equivalent ranges based on research at Edison 
Institute: 

• CE:::; 0.50% => 19-25 KJ/in 
• CE> 0.50% => 22 - 28 KJ/in 

The heat rate should be kept above the minimum limit. Exceeding the maximum limit is not 
critical and can even be desirable in high flow situations as long as bum-through risks are 
considered. Higher heat rates equate to slower cooling rates, higher inter-pass temperatures, and 
lower risks of hydrogen cracking. 

Welding heat input can be determined by measuring electrode usage during welding. Limits for 
the heat input rates are given in the attached Heat Input Tables for a given low hydrogen electrode 
size, measured electrode usage, and length of deposited weld. 

For example, for a 3/32" electrode and a carbon equivalent of 0.50%, 6 inches of electrode was 
consumed to create a deposited weld length of 2-1/2 inches. From the table for a 3/32" electrode, 
the heat input is 22.9 KJ/in. This is in the range above for CE:::; 0.50%. If the measured heat input 
was less than the minimum of the range, the input would have to be increased by slowing down the 
welding travel speed. If the measured heat input was higher than the maximum of the range, the 
input would have to be reduced by increasing the travel speed. 

Pipe conditions conducive to hydrogen cracking include high flow rates, high pressures, low pipe 
surface and ambient temperatures, low pipe wall thicknesses, etc. Increased severity of these pipe 
conditions is indicated by a higher heat sink measurement in the previous section - high end of 25° 
to 115° temperature drop range. If these conditions exist, the weld heat input should be measured 
until the welder is consistently in the appropriate range. The extent of heat input measurements 
depends on the level of the welder's in-service welding experience. 
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3/3l" Diameter SMAW Low-hydrogen El~e 
Heat Input Table 

VERTICAL AXIS HORJZONT AL AXIS 

Welding Manual 

Lenli\1h of Electrode Used, in.' Length of~ited Wtld, in. 

l t'l 2 21'2 3 '3L'2 4 4112 s S1'2 6 cit'l 7 1Vl 8 

4 2S.4 19.l 

4112 28.6 21.4 17.! 

5 31.8 23.8 19.l 15.9 

Stil 34.9 26.2 21.0 17.S 

6 38.\ 28.6 22.9 !9.t 16.3 

61/2 41.J 31.0 24.3 20.6 17.7 15.S 

i 33.3 26.7 22.2 19.1 i6.1 

7112 . 35.1 28.6 23.! 20.4 17.9 15.9 

8 381 30.S 2.S.4. 21.8 19.l 16.9 

SU2 40.S 32.4 27.0 2~.l 20.2 18.0 16..2 

9 34.3 28.6 24.S 21.4 19.l 17.l 15.6 

91i2 36.2 30.2 2S.9 22.6 20,l 18.l 16.S -
10 38.l 31.8 27.2 23.8 2l.2 19.1 17.3 15 . .9 

I0li'1 40.0 33.3 28.6 2S.O 22.2 20.0 U.2 16.7 1S.4 

11 34,9 29.9 26.2 23 . .3 21.0 l!U 17.S 16.l 

111/l 36.5 31.3 27.4 24.3 21.9 19.9 18.3 16.9 l S.Ci 

12 38.1 32.1 2&.6 2S.4 22.9 20.8 19.t 17.6 16.3 

12112 39.7 34.0 29.8 26.$ 23.8 21.6 J9.J 18.3 17.0 15.9 

13 41.3 35;4 31.0 27.5 24.8 n.s 20.6 19.1 17.7 16.5 1$.S 

lnstructions: 

t. The ele~ used is the difference in leng+Ji between the o.rlgiml length and the stub, 

2. The heat inpt.1 in Kilojoules.llnch is located at the intersection of these two lengths. 

Note: Table was generated using publis.lted data from reference in 2.2.4. 
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1,1 .. Diameter SMAW Low-hydrogen Electrode 
Heat Input Table 

Welding Manual 

VERTICAL AXIS HORIZONTAL AXIS 
Length of Electrode Used, in_ 1 Length of Deposited Weld, in. 

lta 2 21/l 3 3112 4 4112 s St/2 6 61/l 7 1112 8 

4 41.2 30.9 24.7 20.6 11.6 15.4 

41J2 463 34.7 27.8 23.2 19.9 17.4 ISA 

s Sl.S 38.6 30.9 25.7 22.l 19.3 17.2 1.S.4 

5U2 S6.6 42.S 34.0 2B.3 24.3 21.2 18.9 17.0 ts.4 

6 46.3 37.l 30.9 26.5 23.2 20.6 13.S 16.8 IS.4 

6112 .50.2 40.2 33.S 28.7 25.1 22.3 20.l 18.3 16.7 15.4 

7 54.1 43.2 36.0 30.9 27.0 24.0 21.6 19.7 l!.O 16.6 15.4 

7111 46.3 38.6 331 29.0 2S.1 23.2 21.1 19.3 17.8 16.S lS.4 

8 49.4 41.2 353 30.9 27.S 24.7 22.S 20.6 19.0 J7.6 16.5 15.4 

8112 S2.S 43.8 31.S 32.8 29.2 263 23.9 21.9 20.2 1.8.8 17.S 16.4 

9 5S.6 46.3 39.7 34.7 30.9 27.8 25.3 23.2 21.4 19.9 18.S 17.4 

91/2 48.9 41.9 36.1 32.6 29.3 26.7 24.S 22.6 21.0 19.6 18.3 

10 Sl.S 44.1 38.6 34.3 30.9 28.1 25.7 2U 22.1 20.6 19.3 

1011? 54.l 46.3 40.S 36.0 32.4 29.5 27.0 24.9 23.2 21.6 20.3 

11 S6.6 48.S 42.5 37.8 34.0 30.9 283 26.1 24.3 22.7 21.2 

11112 S0.7 44.4 39.S 35.S 32.3 29.6 27.3 25.4 23.7 22.2 

12 S2.9 46.3 41.2 31.l 33.7 30.9 28.5 26.S 24.7 23.2 

121/2 SS.2 48.3 42.9 38.6 3S.l 32.2 29.7 27.6 2S.1 24-1 

13 S0.2 44.6 40.2 36.S 33.S 30.9 28.7 26.& 25.1 

l. The electrode llSed is the difference in length between the original length and the stub. 

2. The heat input in Kilojoulesflnch is located at the intersection of these two lengths. 

Note; Table was generated using published data ftom reference in 2.2.4. 
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Utility Technologies International 

5132" Diameter SMAW Lpw-hydrogen Electro4e 
Heat Iriput Tab~ 

VE!{TICAL AXIS HOJUZONTAL AXIS 

Welding Manual 

Length of Eleetl'Ode U:setl, in. 1 Length of Deposited Weld, in. 

1\tl 2 2112 3 3Vl 4 41'2 s Sl/2 6 61/2 1 11i:? .8 

4 41t3 3&.6 12.l 21.6 24.l 21.4 19.3 175 )6.1 

4111 54.3 43.4 36.2 3LO 27.l 24.1 21.7 19.7 18.1 16.7 ts.5 

s 48.l 40.2 34.5 30.2 26.8 24.1 21.9 20.l 18.6 17.2 16.l 

Sm 53.1 44.2 31.9 33.2 29.S 26.3 24.l 22.! 20A 19.0 17.7 16.6 

6 4&.3 41.4 362 32.2 29,0 26.3 24.1 22.3 20.7 19.3 JU 

6112 52.3 44.S 39.2 34.9 3t.4 28.5 26.J 24.1 22.4 20.9 19.6 -
7 4S.3 42.2 3'7.S 3'.l.8 30.7 2:l.2 26.0 241 22.S .21.l 

712 .s 1.7 4S.2 40..:? Jo.2 3'2.9 30.2 278 25.9 24.t 22.6 

8 ;55.2 48.3 42.9 38.6 3S.l 32.2 2.9.1 21.6 25.1 24.l 

Sin. 51.3 45.6 41.0 31.3 :34.2 31.6 29.3 27.3 2S.6 

9 I 54.3 48.3 43.4 39.5 36.2 33.4 31.0 29.0 27.1 

9!/'l S0.9 4:S.8 4t.7 38.2 35.3 32.7 30.6 23.7 

to S3,6 48.3 43.9 40.2 37.t 34.5 32.2 30.2 
i---,. 

_......,._ ----~. 
11)112 so.1 46.l 42.2 39.0 36.2 33.$ 31.7 

11 53.1 48.3 44.2 40.8 37.9 35.4 33.2 

11112 ss.s 50.S 46.2 42.7 39.6 31.0 34.7 

12 52.6 48.3 44.!5 41.4 3B.6 36.2 

12112 S4.S :SOJ 46.4 43.1 40.2 37.7 

D Sl.3 48.3 44.8 41.8 39.2 

Instructions: 

1. The electrode used is the difference in length between thtf. original length and the stu~. 

2. The he~\ input in KUojoulesllncb 1, located at the intersection ofthese two lengths. 

Note: Table."'as generated usmgpublished dilta from rcfmn~in 2.2.4, 
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Utility Technologies International Welding Manual 

8. ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS & TRAVEL SPEED 

A Direct Current Reverse Polarity (DCRP), electrode positive, shall be used. The table below 
depicts the ranges that must be maintained throughout the procedure: 

Rod Size Carbon 
Heat Input Equivalent Rod Type Amperage Voltage Travel Speed 

3/32" CE~0.50% 19-25 KJ/in 
E7018 
E8018 

70-110 
19-30 2-8 

60-110 

1/8" CE~050% 19-25 KJ/in 
E7018 
E8018 

90-160 
19-30 2-8 

85-160 

3/32" CE>0.50% 22-28 KJ/in E7018 70-110 
19-30 2-8 

E8018 60-110 

1/8" CE>0.50% 22-28 KJ/in 
E7018 90-160 

19-30 2-8 
E8018 85-160 

9. FLAME CHARACTERISTICS 

Not applicable 

10. POSITION 

This procedure covers all positions. 

11. DIRECTION OF WELDING 

The direction of the welding shall be vertical uphill. 

12. TIME BETWEEN PASSES 

The maximum time interval between the completion of the stringer/root bead (first pass) and the 
beginning of the hot pass (second pass) is five (5) minutes. The maximum interval between the hot 
pass (second pass) and the remaining beads is unlimited, but the weld should be completed in the 
same day or shift. Additionally, the following rules shall apply: 

a) Each pass shall be completed before the next pass is permitted to begin. 
b) Two successive passes shall not begin at the same point. 
c) A stripper or short bead shall be used to build up low areas. 

13. LINEUP CLAMPS 

Not applicable. 

14. CLEANING/GRINDING 

All scale/slag, knots of filler metal (excessive metal on starts), and similar defects shall be removed 
with a power grinder. A combination of hand and power tools may be utilized to clean the weld 
metal and weld joint. 
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All coal tar coating shall be remoYed a minimum of 6" back from the beveled surface prior to 
welding. All remaining coatings shall be remoYed 4" back. 

All moisture, rust, scale/slag, oil, paint, primer, coating, or other materials which may be 
detrimental to the finished weld shall be remm~ed from the welding surface. 

Where possible, beYeling shall be performed with a machine ~ool or machine cutting device (oxy
acetylene torch, be,·eting machine). Flame cut surfaces should be smooth and regular. Power 
brushes shall be used for cleaning all beveled surfaces. If the beveled surface cannot be 
satisfactorily cleaned of foreign materials utilizing power brushes, then power sanding discs (60 
grit or higher), grit blasting, or approved safety solYents may be utilized. Prior to welding, all 
residue left from the use of safety solvents shall be remoYed. 

15. PRE-HEAT, POST-HEAT, & STRESS RELIEVING 

Pre-heating requirements varies, based on the carbon equivalent of the material: 

a) CE ~ 0.50% 

Prior to the start of welding, the pipe shall be heated to achieve a 200°F (minimum) to 
25o~r (maximum) pre-heat temperature. Heat may be applied utilizing either propane pre
heat torches or multi-flame oxy-acetylene torches. Preheat should continue for 
approximately l O minutes for propane or 5 minutes for oxy-acetylene ~o allow the pipe to 
be fully warmed before beginning the initial welding pass. 

b) CE> 0.50% 

Prior io the start of welding, the pipe shall be heated to achieve a 25o=p (minimum) to 
300~F (maximum) pre-heat temperature. H~at may be applied utilizing either propane pre
heat torches or multi-flame oxy-acetylene torches. Preheat should continue for 
approximately 10 minutes for propane or 5 minutes for oxy-acetylene to allow the pipe to 
be fully warmed before beginning the initial welding pass. 

Pre-heat and inter-pass temperatures should be Yerified using either temperature indicating crayons 
of appropriate heat numbers, a contact pyrometer, or a laser pyrometer. 

The welding of a joint shall be continuous, with no interruptions, until half the depth of the welding 
grooYe has been filled. The pre-heat temperature shall be maintained until the welding is 
completed. If welding is interrupted, the joint shall be re-heated to the original pre-heat 
temperature before welding is resumed. 

The minimum width of the pre-heat area on each side of the weld shall be equal to three times the 
pipe wall thickness or 2", whiche,·er is greater. \\'hen steels with different pre-heat temperatures 
are being pre-heated for welding, the higher temperature must be used. 
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16. POST-WELD HEAT TREATMENT 

Not applicable. 

17. GROUNDING 

The ground clamp shall be designed to prevent arc burns on the pipeline. Welding of the ground 
clamp to the pipe is prohibited. 

18. SHIELDING GAS & FLOW RA TE 

Not applicable. 

19. SHIELDING FLUX 

Not applicable. 
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